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A brief yet detailed look into the world of Ethereum! I want to thank you for downloading Ethereum.

This audiobook contains all the information that you need to know about Ethereum, in a compact

and to the point format. The book is targeted toward people who love to learn about investing,

trading, and new money-making opportunities. The book begins with a look at what cryptocurrency

is and how it all came about. This gives you an idea of the meteoric rise of Bitcoin, and shows the

potential opportunity that Ethereum holds. The book then goes into what Ethereum is and what you

would need to start with this new cryptocurrency. As with any cryptocurrency, Ethereum has its

advantages and disadvantages. I go into detail explaining these, as I've invested in Bitcoin in the

past. The book ends with final thoughts on where Ethereum could go, and some general projections

about this exciting cryptocurrency. Here is a preview of what you'll learn... A look into what

cryptocurrency is What is Ethereum coin How to get Ethereum coin What you need to mine

Ethereum and get started Ethereum trade pros and cons Ethereum investing information Download

your copy today!
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This is a great book which teaches us more on â€œsmart investingâ€•. I also believe that the

get-rich-quick schemes are not a smart way to invest your money, though a lot of people say that it

is legit or that people are already doubled or tripled their investment, still, I agree that it is not a

smart way to invest. Even passive income from the bank, which will then be reduced by service



charge and inflation, in the end you didnâ€™t really have additional money from â€œinvestingâ€•

your money in a checking account.I bought this book because I am looking for ways where one can

invest, aside from stocks and forex, and this book caught my attention. This is the first time that

Iâ€™ve read of Ethereum and this book has thoroughly discussed about Ethereum, from what

cryptocurrency or altcoin is, its history, legality, and everything one needs to know about it. The

book also gave a bit of comparison of benefits when investing in cryptocurrencies rather than other

investments, one of which is that you donâ€™t pay taxes on the transaction, in simpler words, it is

tax free! This book is very informative! People who would like to earn through smart investing should

buy this book!

Very interesting book about Ethereum. Euthereum is the newest but the most effective system in

cryptocurrency. It has great benefits over the bitcoin system and much simpler than any other

system. Actually, this is the first time that I read about Ethereum and this book educate me a lot.

Youâ€™ll learn all about Ethereum, itâ€™s amazing benefits, its relationship to bitcoin, its

decentralized nature, and the potential pitfalls to watch out for. Thanks for taking the time to share

your knowledge, â€‹Ben!

I got familiar with cryptocurrency is typically defined as a digital currency that's derived from

encryption techniques that have a set amount of generation "hashes" on them, meaning there can

only be a certain amount in circulation at a time, but is still earned through entirely digital means.

This means that every crypto coin is simply lines of code that have a monetary value attached to

them, making them valuable for certain commodities.

Euthereum is the freshest however the best framework in cryptocurrency. This is an awesome book

on this subject. This book serves to acquaint the user with the expansive ideas driving ethereum. It

is a decent first perused for somebody simply getting into the space. On the off chance that you are

still inquisitive in the wake of understanding this, certainly advance to something more nitty gritty or

head over to reddit. I took away one star in light of the fact that there are numerous sentence

structure botches however the center substance of this book is strong. In the event that you are

searching for the stray pieces of beginning an ethereum venture, there is insufficient point of interest

here

This is the first time that I have read about Ethereum and I must say that this book has been



informative about it. I also have to agree that this book has been direct to the point in all its

explanations. I sincerely learned a lot, especially about cryptocurrency (which is also a new term for

me), the Ethereum coin, how to get one, and a lot more essential details if I need to start on this

trading endeavor. But what makes this book really informative are the topics on "Ethereum trade

proâ€™s and cons' as well as about the "Ethereum investing information."

Do you know what cryptocurrency is? Thought so...Neither did I, until I found this book. I was

interested in learning more about trade and investment and stumbled upon this gold mine.It's full of

great information about everything you need to know about this topic.On top of that, it also teaches

you what ethereum coin is. I'm not going to tell you what it is, but rest assured, your life will be

transformed.An excellent book and I'm happy to have read it.

I am completely not familiar to Ethereum trade and investment, so I downloaded it on free promo a

few days ago and Iâ€™m so glad I did. This book explains what Ethereum is and what you would

need to start with this new cryptocurrency,The book also explains what Ethereum coin is and how to

get it, what its proâ€™s and cons, its advantages and disadvantages, and more. Reading this book

will let you know the concept and benefits behind ethereum.

Very interesting book about Ethereum. Actually this is the first time that I read about Ethereum and

this book educate me a lot. In this book, youâ€™ll get the inside look at this new and virtually

untapped network. Youâ€™ll learn all about Ethereum, itâ€™s amazing benefits, its relationship to

bitcoin, its decentralized nature, and the potential pitfalls to watch out for. Perfect book.
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